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MRD 542  

 

Data Product Name: Space Weathering Map  

Primary Co-I: Beth Ellen Clark  

SPOC Component: Regolith Development Working Group - Geology Analysis  

Summary of Requirement 

MRD-542 OSIRIS-REx shall analyze the photometrically corrected and normalized spectra of the asteroid 

surface and map the spatial variability of space weathering.  

Data Products Required 

The Space Weathering Map convolves several possible indicators of surface alteration on Bennu to map the 

surface regions that exhibit the effects of time-dependent alteration due to exposure to space weathering 

processes such as micrometeoroid and solar wind bombardment.   

The Space Weathering Map requires the following input Data Products: 

Quick Look Version: 

o Global MapCam Color Imaging Mosaics (MRD-141): These spatially co-registered Color Maps will be 

combined using ratio (and other simple math) algorithms tailored to enhance the space weathering spectral 

signatures. 

 

Long Term Science Version: 

o Global OVIRS Spectral Index Maps (MRD-154) using algorithms tailored for space weathering spectral 

signatures. 

o Global OCAMS (PolyCam) Base Map (MRD-121) for context. 

o Global Bond Albedo Map (MRD-154) for albedo variations. 

o Global OCAMS (MapCam) Color Image Maps (MRD-141) using ratio algorithms tailored to enhance the 

space weathering spectral signatures. 

 

Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations 

The system is fully capable of providing the data required to generate the Space Weathering Map and close out 

this Level 2 requirement.   

That said however, the current DRM Rev C observation plans do not meet the precision and accuracy 

requirements for the MapCam color data that are the primary input data for this data product.  In the "Adequacy 

of the DRM" section below, we describe a pending improvement to the DRM. Additional details can be found 

under MRD 141. 

Minimum Success Criteria 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/m2q1w6X1/MRD141.html


 

The minimum success criterion of this MRD is that the search for Space Weathering spectral signatures is 

conducted according to our best understanding of what those spectral signatures might be, based on ground-

based laboratory measurements of analog materials.   

 

Strictly speaking we do not have an accurate model of how low-albedo materials like Bennu respond to the 

space weathering environment, and thus we cannot formulate precise success criteria.  This is an area of active 

research, and the Mission Asteroid Scientist, Beth Ellen Clark, recently attended a workshop on primitive 

materials in the solar system and their spectral response to space weathering laboratory simulations.  Currently, 

the work of Dr. Cateline Lantz and her colleagues is the most promising line of investigation, and it appears to 

resolve the conflicts in the literature on the spectral response of carbonaceous materials to space weathering 

processes.  At albedos of approximately 8-10%, carbonaceous materials will darken and redden under the 

influence of space weathering, but at albedos of 2-7%, carbonaceous materials will brighten and become more 

spectrally blue under the influence of space weathering.   

 

If this result is confirmed by further research, then we can, at a minimum, expect to find areas on Bennu that are 

more space weathered (brighter and bluer) and areas on Bennu that are less space weathered (darker and 

redder), and confirmation of this minimum success would come from context with surface features such as 

craters, smooth plains, or other impact structures. 

Dependencies by Mission Phase 

Closing out the Level 2 science requirement for the Space Weathering Map requires the global MapCam color 

observations of Bennu obtained during Detailed Survey.  The Space Weathering Map requires those MapCam 

color observations to be conducted according to the precision and accuracy requirements levied by MRD-141.   

Historically, the color precision and accuracy requirements levied on the MapCam instrument and global color 

observations came from the scientific requirement to search for space weathered materials on the surface of 

Bennu. 

Adequacy of the DRM  

 

The adequacy of the DRM for providing the data necessary for the Space Weathering Map is an open issue that 

is in work right now (as of 2016 06 02).  It is our understanding that the MapCam color global observations 

conducted during the 12:30 equatorial station of the Detailed Survey are in the queue for revisions to the DRM 

detailed observation plan in order to provide the color precision and accuracy required for MRD-141.  This 

means that the DRM observational changes have been approved provisionally and are in the "parking lot" with 

Dr. Bill Boynton, awaiting to be incorporated into the Mission Plan. 

Data Products per Mission Phase 

Quick Look Version: 

Detailed Survey:  Space Weathering Map input data products - MapCam Color Global co-Registered Mosaics. 

Long Term Science Version: 

Detailed Survey: 

o Global OVIRS Spectral Index Maps (MRD-154) using algorithms tailored for space weathering spectral 



signatures. 

o Global OCAMS (PolyCam) Base Map (MRD-121) for context. 

o Global Bond Albedo Map (MRD-154) for albedo variations. 

o Global OCAMS (MapCam) Color Image Maps (MRD-141) using ratio algorithms tailored to enhance the 

space weathering spectral signatures. 

Overview of Processing 

Processing starts with co-registered, photometrically corrected (to (5, 0, 5): incidence, emission, and phase 

angles in degrees) color image cubes in the following MapCam filter bandpasses: b’: 470nm  v: 550nm w: 

700nm and x:860nm. 

Then we compute the following 5 color functions for each image cube (with specific algorithms for MapCam 

filter data in bold italics font):  

 • UV slope (due to ferric oxide intervalence charge transfer transition): b’/v  

 • VIS slope: slope of linear fit to b’, v, and w  

 • Turn-off Point: wavelength value of maximum point on 2nd order polynomial fit to b’, v, w and x  

 • 700nm absorption (center, depth, area) attributed to charge transfer transitions in oxidized iron: Band Depth 

will be captured with the v: 550nm and x: 850nm filters acting as continuum points, and the w: 700nm 

filter acting as the depth of the band center.  

 • Albedo at 0.55 microns: the v: 550nm global mosaic photometrically corrected to normal reflectance 

(0,0,0). 

These color products will be used in the RGB planes of color combinations (iteratively) until the best 

combination for capturing Bennu’s unique spectral signatures is discovered.  Also, other color ratio 

combinations will be created and tested to see what particular combination captures and emphasizes small color 

variations on Bennu, as done with the Clementine space weathering maps of the Moon.  A comparison using 

OREX appropriate colors is given below: 

R = 700/390  Clementine at the Moon   vs.  700/470  w/b’  OSIRIS-REx at Bennu  

G = 700/1000 Clementine at the Moon  vs.  700/860 w/x   OSIRIS-REx at Bennu 

B = 390/700 Clementine at the Moon  vs. 550/700 v/w (or 450/700 b'/w) at Bennu 

Provenance of Algorithms, Software and Techniques 

Quick Look and Long Term Science Versions: 

The color mosaics that are at the heart of this data product are within the domain and expertise of the Image 

Processing Working Group, under the direction of Dani Della Giustina, who is collaborating with other experts 

from the USGS on the scripts and routines to be used in ISIS3.   



The Space Weathering Map producers also include Dr. Lucille Le Corre, an expert in ISIS3 color co-

registration of asteroid imaging data sets who is highly qualified to provide provenance information on the 

algorithms and software that will be used to close out this level 2 science requirement. 

In addition, the Space Weathering Map producers group also includes experts who know and have contributed 

to the literature on space weathering effects, and these experts are responsible for verifying and validating the 

Techniques used to search for space weathering on Bennu.  References are included below: 

Brunetto, R. Loeffler, M., Nesvorny, D., Sasaki, S., and Strazzulla, G. (2015) Asteroid Surface Alteration by 

Space Weathering Processes, Chapter in the Asteroids IV volume, University of Arizona Press, pp. 597-616. 

Clark B.E., P. Lucey, P. Helfenstein, J.F.Bell III C.Peterson, J.Veverka, T. McConnochie, M.Robinson, 

B.Bussey, S.Murchie, N.Izenberg, and C.Chapman (2001) Space weathering on Eros: Constraints from albedo 

and spectral measurements of Psyche crater.  Meteoritics and Planetary Science 36, 1617-1638. 

Clark, B.E., Hapke B., Pieters C., and Britt D., (2002) Asteroid Space Weathering and Regolith Evolution. In 

Asteroids III, Univ of Arizona Press, pp. 585-599.                                                

Clark, B.E. (2012) Review: Evidence for Space Weathering on Asteroid 4 Vesta from NASA’s Dawn 

Mission.  Nature 491, 45-46. 

Hiroi, T. M. Abe, K. Kitazato, S. Abe, B.E. Clark, S. Sasaki, and M. Ishiguro (2006) Developing Space 

Weathering on the Asteroid 25143 Itokawa.  Nature 443, 56-58. 

Ishiguro, M., T. Hiroi, D.J. Tholen, S. Sasaki, Y. Ueda, T. Nimura, M. Abe, B.E. Clark, A. Yamamoto, F. 

Yoshia, R. Nakamura, N. Hirata, H. Miyamoto, Y. Yokota, T. Hashimoto, T. Kubota, A. Nakamura, R. Gaskell, 

and J. Saito (2007) Global Mapping of Degree of Space Weathering on Asteroid 25143 Itokawa by 

Hayabusa/AMICA Observations. Meteoritics and Planetary Science 42, 1-10.  

Lantz, C., B.E. Clark, M.A. Barucci, and D.S. Lauretta (2013) Evidence for the effects of space weathering 

spectral signatures on low albedo asteroids.  Astron Astrophys. 554, A138. 

Lantz, C. et al. (2015) Ion irradiation of the Murchison Meteorite: Visible to Mid-IR Spectroscopic 

Results. Astron Astrophys. 25398. 

Expected/Simulated Data 

Quick Look Version: 

The expected input data for the Space Weathering Map are listed above: 4 color global image co-registered 

mosaics of Bennu obtained during Detailed Survey of Bennu.  

Simulations of these data are possible with the imaging test dataset being created within the IPWG.  This brings 

up a possible lien on the IPWG/SPOC: Provide test data that mimic 4 color global image co-registered mosaics 

of Bennu obtained during Detailed Survey.   

Otherwise, simulations of the data are possible using previous color observations of asteroids, such as 433 Eros 

and 25143 Itokawa.   

Long Term Science Version: 



Our target, asteroid Bennu, is so small that the surface expression of cratering and meteoroid impact processes 

is not likely to be unambiguous (as in the case of Itokawa).  Our target, Bennu, is also so dark that albedo and 

spectral variations are not likely to be of very high amplitude.  Ultimately, to claim a detection of space 

weathering spectral effects on Bennu, it may thus be critical to bring together as many of indicators as possible 

in a statistical study of how well spectral signals correlate with surface features related to surface processes 

(such as cratering, downslope movement, scarp stability, etc.).  With this in mind, we may also wish to simulate 

the long term science version of the Space Weathering map using Itokawa or Eros data that parallel the Bennu 

long term science data products: 

o Global OVIRS Spectral Index Maps (MRD-154) using algorithms tailored for space weathering spectral 

signatures. 

o Global OCAMS (PolyCam) Base Map (MRD-121) for context. 

o Global Bond Albedo Map (MRD-154) for albedo variations. 

o Global OCAMS (MapCam) Color Image Maps (MRD-141) using ratio algorithms tailored to enhance the 

space weathering spectral signatures. 

Analysis, Verification & Validation Methods 

Quick Look Version: 

The current plan is to simulate the color combinations listed above under "Overview of Processing" using Eros 

and Itokawa data, utilizing the ISIS3 expertise of Lucille LeCorre and Jian-Yang Li, and developing the 

expertise for ISIS3 with Cateline Lantz, under the direction of Rick Binzel, Beth Clark, and Jian-Yang 

Li.  Because this data product is not on the critical path to sample site selection (i.e. it is not required for 

Sampleability, Safety, or Deliverability), we have not developed the software verification plan for this data 

product yet.  Ideally, this work should be conducted during cruise to the asteroid. 

It is possible to verify that our approach will work physically (i.e. that these color combinations can be 

calculated and displayed visually for inspection), but it may not be possible to validate the Bennu space 

weathering search plans using Eros or Itokawa data because a) either the data are too low resolution or the co-

registration is too low quality, or b) the spectral effects of space weathering on S-type asteroid (such as Eros and 

Itokawa) differ strongly from those we can expect to observe at Bennu. 

Long Term Science Version: 

While the OREX team responsible for this data product has not worked together to verify or validate a potential 

analog for the Long Term Science version of the Space Weathering Map, most pieces of such a map already 

exist in the published literature from the studies of Eros and Itokawa.  To the extent that we decide to simulate 

the Space Weathering Map of Bennu, an effort to bring together previous investigations of the previous mission 

targets would be an important exercise that would go a long way towards validating our approach. 

Existing or Potential Liens 

There are several liens: 

Lien-SpWe-1 was closed with the delivery of test data.  

1) Lien  SpWe-1:  MRD 542  Lien on the SPOC/IPWG to provide test data: 4 color co-registered global 

mosaics of simulated Bennu images.  These mosaics will be used to test software for performing mathematical 

operations with these large arrays that will capture the space weathering spectral effects.  This lien would be 

removed if/when the test data were delivered to the SPOC Test Data Management Tool. 



Lien-SpWe-4 has closed with the baselining of Detailed Survey Baseball Diamond. Observations to satisfy 

MRD-141 (the driving MRD for the color ratio products) were added to dedicated flybys in Baseball Diamond 

(Flybys 2 and 7). See MRD-141 for more information. 

4)  Lien SpWe-4 MRD 542: Lien on Bill Boynton and the Mission Planning Board to provide a color-optimized 

observation plan during the 12:30 Equatorial Station of the Detailed Survey at Bennu that meets the color 

precision and accuracy requirements for the MapCam color ratio imaging data products.  Such accuracy 

requirements will enable the search for space weathering spectral signatures, which are projected to be very 

subtle due to the low albedo of Bennu.  This lien would be removed if/when the BRM includes these 

observations in the implementation plan for Detailed Survey.  

SPOC Requirements 

The requirements levied on the SPOC to close out this requirement include providing the MapCam Level 2 

calibrated data, and supporting the IPWG computing needs for the production of the 4 MapCam co-registered 

color image mosaics. 

External Interfaces 

Successful production of this data product relies heavily on the Image Processing Working Group, and 

specifically Dr. Lucille Le Corre who is a funded collaborator on this project for her expertise in producing the 

co-registered global color mosaics.  Dr. Le Corre's primary responsibilities during proximity operations will be 

determined by the Image Processing Working Group lead, and not by me, the owner of this data product 

responsibility.   Thus, one 'external interface', might be the present arrangement between the primary producers 

of this product, depending on how 'external' is defined.  It remains to be seen whether this data product will fit 

into the top priorities of the IPWG during proximity operations.  I am hoping to train a new colleague who very 

recently obtained her PhD in Astrophysics - with an emphasis on Space Weathering - to assist Dr. Le Corre with 

the color mosaics during proximity operations.   These arrangements have yet to be made and finalized. 

 

 

 


